1, Introduction* For any space X we will use ^(X) to denote the space of all concordances of X. It is the function space, with the compact-open topology, of all homeomorphisms of I x X onto itself (I = [0, 1] ) which are the identity on {0} x X. We use ττ o ίf (X) to denote the group of all isotopy classes in ^(X), where the group operation is composition. A Q-manifold is a separable metric manifold modeled on the Hubert cube Q, the countable infinite product of closed intervals. In [3] and [4] the author investigated the group π^(M) for M a compact Q-manifold. The main result established there was the following: Let M be a compact Q-manifold which is written as R x Q, where R is a PL n-manifold. (It follows from [1] that this can always be done.) Then π^{M) is isomorphic to the direct limit of the sequence x I) J^h-> π r^{ B x Γ) THEOREM 
π^ is a covariant proper homotopy functor from the category of Q-manifolds and proper maps to the category of groups and homomorphisms.
By a proper homotopy functor we mean that proper homotopic maps /, g:M-+N induce the same homomorphisms from This implies the following result. COROLLARY 
If M, N are Q-manifolds which have the same proper homotopy type, then π o^( M) is isomorphic to π o
For any Q-manifold M we define lim Whπ^M) to be the inverse limit of the inverse system {Whπ,(M -C)\CaM compact} ,
where Wh is the Whitehead group functor and the homomorphisms are inclusion induced. It is easily seen that lim Whπ L (M) depends only on the proper homotopy type of M. The following exact sequence is established in §3.
THEOREM 2. For any Q-manifold M there is an exact sequence π o %?(M) -X lim Whπ^M) > Whπ^M).
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This result easily gives us examples for which π^(M) is nontrivial.
For example let K c Q be a compact polyhedron with nontrivial Whitehead group and let M = (Q x [0, 1]) -{K x {0}). Then Whπ^M) = 0 and it is not hard to show that lim Whπ x {M) & Whπ x {K). Thus Theorem 2 gives a homomorphism of π^{M) onto Whπ t (K) Φ 0.
For any Q-manif old M we define lim π o^{ M) to be the direct limit of the direct system IM 1 c M is a compact Q-manif old} , where the homomorphisms are inclusion induced. Observe that lim π^{M) is just πftf c {M)> where ^C(M) denotes concordances with compact support. In §4 we show that \ϊm.π^ quite naturally gives us a covariant homotopy functor from the category of Q-manifolds and maps to the category of groups and homomorphisms. Consider the inverse system (*) {lim π o^? (M -C)\CaM compact} , where the homomorphisms are inclusion induced. We define to be the inverse limit of (*) and we define \iva 1 π (^' {M) to be the first derived limit of (*). These are both groups which depend only on the proper homotopy type of M. We refer the reader to §4 for further details of these constructions. The following exact sequence is established in §5. There is an important class of Q-manifolds for which lim 1 is trivial. We say that a space X is movable at °° provided that for each compactum A c X there exists a larger compactum BaX such that X -B can be homotoped into any neighborhood of oo, with the homotopy taking place in X -A. It is easy to see that if (K, L) is a finite simplicial pair, then the noncompact polyhedron K -L is movable at oo. The following result is established in § 6.
THEOREM 4. If M is a Q-manifold tvhich is movable at oo, then lim 1 π Q^( M) is trivial.
A closed subset A of a space X is said to be a Z-set in X provided that there exist arbitrarily small maps of X into X -A. In § 6 we 92 T. A. CHAPMAN use Theorems 2, 3 and 4 to prove the following result. THEOREM 
If (M, N) is a pair of compact Q-manifolds such that N is a Z-set in M, then there is an exact sequence π^(N) > π o^( M) > π o^( M -N) > Whπ λ (N)
> Whπ λ (M) .
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5 we get the following result.
COROLLARY 2. If Mo. Q is a compact Q-manίfold which is a Z-set in Q, then π^(Q -M) is isomorphic to Whπ^M).
2 The functor πf^.
We first prove the assertion made in D of §1. We will now describe the functor π 0^ and prove Theorem 1. Our first step will be to show how a proper map /: M -> N between Q-manifolds induces a homomorphism f*:π^ (M)->π^(N) .
Elements of π^(M) will be denoted by [h], where he^(M);
that is, that it is the identity on the M-ίactor and on I x [0, 1] it is defined by ψ. For any h e ^(M) we define h* e ^(N) as follows:
is a homomorphism. The proof of Theorem 1 below contains a proof that /* is well-defined.
Proof of Theorem 1. We aim to prove that π^ is a covariant proper homotopy functor. We have divided the proof into several steps.
I. We will first show that the definition of /* given above depends only on the proper homotopy class of /. ' " l^-^, 1/2 ^ ί ^ 1 . 
Then h t is an isotopy from h* to h* rel {0} x i\Γ, hence
II. Now let f^.M-^N and f 2 :N->P be proper maps of Qmanifolds. We will prove that (f 2 fi)* = (ΛJ+ί/i)*-To simplify notation let Jibe a Z-set in N, with f x the inclusion M^-> N, and let N be a i?-set in P, with / 2 the inclusion N c -> P. (t, u, v) = (έ', w, v') where (f, v') = φ (t, v) .
In order to examine (f 2 fi)* ([h] ) w e will need to choose a collaring of M in P. Let i: M x [0, 2) 2 -* ikf x [0, 2) be a homeomorphism such that
for each t e [0, 2). The existence of i follows routinely from the techniques used to prove the Stability Theorem [2] . Then
gives a collaring of M in P. Using this collaring we compute (/ 2 /i)*(M) = [g']t where ί/' may be chosen so that it is supported on M x [0, I] 2 , and on this set it is given by the commutative diagram
So it suffices to prove that
This is equivalent to proving that the composition [14] .
We now establish Theorem 2.1, a result which will be needed in the sequel. First it will be convenient to establish two lemmas. 
Using the fact that φ x id is isotopic to the identity we get
LEMMA 2.2. Let M, N be Q-manifolds and assume that M x
[0, 2] is a closed subset of N such that Bd (M x [0, 2]) = M x {2}.
Choose h e ^(M x [0, 2]) such that h = id on I x M x {2} and define h 6 ^(N) which extends h by the identity. Then the inclusion-induced homomorphism π^(M x [0, 2]) -• π^(N) sends [h] to [h].
Proof. It is clear that we may additionally assume that h -id
N be Q-manifolds such that M is closed in N and such that Bd (M) is a bicollared Q-manifold. Choose [ft] e π o^( M) such that ft = id on I x Bd (M) and define g e <^(N) which extends ft by the identity. Then the inclusion-induced homo
Proof. We first note that M and N can be replaced by M x [0, 1] and N x [0, 1], where we now have he^ (M x [0, 1] ) and gê (N x [0, 1] ). This easily follows from Lemma 2.1 and the following commutative diagram: 3* The first exact sequence* The purpose of this section is to establish the exact sequence of Theorem 2, and the first step will be to construct the homomorphism τ^:
doing this it will be convenient to prove Lemma 3.1 below. The following notation will be useful: (1) 
is a homotopy equivalence.
We will prove that M 2 fulfills our requirements. By pushing down in the /-direction we can get a homotopy
and r t = id on (*) for each t. Similarly let s t be a homotopy of
Then ft gives a strong deformation retraction oί I xM 2 
Below we define a preliminary version of τ^, but first it will be convenient to recall the connection between homeomorphisms on Qmanifolds and simple homotopy theory. It follows from [1] that to each homotopy equivalence f:M-+N between compact Q-manifolds there is a torsion τ{f) e Whπ^N) (the Whitehead torsion of /) which vanishes iff / is homotopic to a homeomorphism. This enables one to do most of the standard results of simple homotopy theory for compact Q-manifolds. This gives us such tools as the Sum Theorem, the formula for the torsion of a composition, etc. We refer the reader to [5] and [6] for further details.
The function τjh, M λ ). Choose a Q-manifold M and M^aM clean. Then to each h e r^( M)
we are going to define an element τjji, M λ ) e Whπ^M -Int (MJ). This will be used later on to define the homomorphism r^. Choose a clean M 2 as in Lemma 3.1 and let i be the inclusion
which is a homotopy equivalence. Then we have a torsion τ{i) lying in Whπ^I x M 2 ~ h(I x Int (M,))), Let a be the composition
where the first homomorphism is inclusion induced and the second is induced by the map from
The following result establishes some basic properties of τjji, MJ. 
c Ml then τjji, M,) is the image of τjjίi, Ml) under the inclusion-induced homomorphism
Proof. (1) Choose M 2 , i and a as in the definition of τjji, MJ and let Mi a M be clean such that M 2 c c M 2 '. Then
is also a homotopy equivalence and in analogy with the definition of τjji, My) = a(τ(i)) we could also define τjjι y MO = a'(r(i')), where α' is the composition
We must prove that a(τ(i)) = a\τ(i')). For this it will suffice to prove that τ(i') is the inclusion-induced image of τ{i) in Whπ^I x M 2 ; -h(I x Int (Mi))). But this is an easy consequence of the Sum Theorem for torsion.
(2) Again choose M 2 , i and a as in the definition of τjji, M t ) and note that (1) implies that we may also select M 2 so that
is a homotopy equivalence. Thus τjji, Ml) -a'(τ(i')) f where
It will suffice to prove that τ(i) is the inclusion-induced image of τ(i') in Whπ x (I x M 2 -Λ(/ x Int (M^)). Again this is an easy consequence of the Sum Theorem.
(3) With M 2 , i and a as above we can choose a clean M 3 in M such that fe'(I x M 2 ) c c I x M 3 and such that the inclusion
is a homotopy equivalence. Let j be the inclusion j: {0} x (M 3 -Int (M0) --I x M 3 -fe'fc(/ x Int which is also a homotopy equivalence. Using the Sum Theorem we see that τ(j) is the sum of the inclusion-induced images of τ(i) and τ(ΐ') in Whπil x M z -h r h(I x Int (M0)), where
Note that the image of τ(j) under the composition
is τ^h 'h, Mi) , where the first homomorphism is induced by a homotopy inverse of xO: M 3 -Int (MO->/ x M 3 -h'h(I x Int (MO) and the second is induced by inclusion. It follows from the Sum Theorem that β(τ(j)) = s(τ(ί)) + ί(r(i')), where
are defined in analogy with r. Let
be defined in analogy with β lm To conclude thatτjji'h, M ι ) = τ oo (h', τjh, M^ all we need to do is prove that βι(τ{i)) = β 3 (τ(i) ). This is an easy consequence of the formula for the torsion of a composition and the fact that the torsion of
is a homotopy equivalence. Then r TO (A', MO -^'(τ(i')), with a choice of α:' which is analogous to the choice of a. Let h t : I x M-+ I x M be an isotopy such that h 0 -h 1 h 1 -h f and h t \ {0} x M -id. We may assume that h t (I x M y ) a a I x M 2 , for each t. At this point we have to apply the Isotopy Extension Theorem for Q-manifolds. Since it is also needed at several other places in the paper we state it below. The Isotopy Extension Theorem implies that there exists a homeomorphism f:
where the top composition is a and the bottom is a!. Since θ (τ{i)) = τ(i') we have τj}ι 9 Λfi) = τjh', M,).
We now state the Isotopy Extension Theorem used in the proof above. It follows from [7] or it can be deduced from [4] . 
where φ is yet to be defined. For this proof we will assume that M = UΓ=i M τ is given as above and lim Whπ^M) will be represented by For the other half of the proof we must show that Ker (φ) c Im (rj. This is a little harder to do since we are trying to realize the elements of Ker (φ) geometrically. Choose (MInt (Mi) ) is naturally the direct limit of
Next we show how to modify {ΛfJ and {τ } to get our required {N t } and {μ t }. For each i we will show how to construct N t and μ if but we will leave it as an exercise for the reader to check details. 
Thus there exists an element μ t e Whπ^Bά (Nt)) which is sent to τ by the inclusion-induced homomorphism Whπ^Bά (N t )) -> Whn x (M i+1 -Int (M % )). Then the reader can easily check that {N t } and {μ t } fulfill our requirements. Now that we have {NJ and {μ t } we must show how to use them to construct our required h e ^(M).
For notation we say that a clean Adi x M intersects {0} x M cleanly provided that 
where the second homomorphism is inclusion-induced. Let Al denote the projection of A t Π ({0} x M) into M, for each i. We will construct an element h e ^(M) such that for each i, h takes sWhπtf x P i+ί -Λ(I x Int (P,))) .
Thus Γco(fe, P^ equals the inclusion-induced image of μ t in Whπ x (MInt (P^)). This implies that ^([fe]) is represented by (μ 19 μ ly •••).
Finally we show how to construct h. Repeatedly using the Sum Theorem the reader can easily check that the following inclusions are simple equivalences:
Then we can easily construct our required h by (1) using the fact that simple equivalences between compact Q-manifolds are homotopic to homeomorphisms and (2) Z-set unknotting, which enables us to fit various compact pieces together. LEMMA 
Let M be a compact Q-manifold and choose τ e Whπ x (M). Then we can find a clean
/ x M x {0} <=-> A is a homotopy equivalence. 
To begin let f:M->M 1 be a homotopy equivalence such that τ(f) -f*(τ) and M, is a compact Q-manifold. (Here/^rT^^TΓ^M)-^^^^!!!)
is induced by /.) By taking the mapping cylinder of / and thickening it we get a compact Q-manifold P 1 containing M, M ι as Z-sets such that M ί c -> P x is a simple equivalence and such that τ(M <=-> PJ = (M c -> Pi)*(r). The thickening that is required is provided by West's Mapping Cylinder Theorem [13] . Next let g: M 2 -^M 1 be a homotopy equivalence such that τ(g) =/*( -τ) and M z is a compact Q-manifold. Again we thicken the mapping cylinder of g and obtain a compact Q-manifold P 2 containing M 1 and Λf 2 as ^-sets such that M t c= -> P 2 is a simple equivalence and τ(Λf 2 c =-• P 2 ) -{M x c -> P 2 )*/*(-τ) Define JV' = P x Uiif! P2, the Q-manifold formed by sewing P x to P 2 along M lm Then we see that τ(M<^-*N') + τ(Λί 2 <=-> N') = 0 and τίikf^-+iSP) = (j)f cz->N')*(τ). By the above comments it is now clear that we can find a compact Q-manifold P 3 containing M 2 as a Z-set such that In the picture below the shaded region represents A. It is obtained from I x N by "poking in" in the /-direction.
The reader can easily check that A fulfills out requirements.
4* The functors lim ττ 0^, lim π^ and lim X^* In §2 we introduced ττ 0^, a covariant proper homotopy functor from the category of Q-manifolds and proper maps to the category of groups and homomorphisms. In this section we will use the restriction of π^ to the category of compact Q-manifolds and (ordinary) maps to define functors lim π^, lim π^ and lim 1 πf^. There are used in the exact sequence of Theorem 3. 1* The functor lim 7Γ 0^. We will first describe lim π^, a covariant homotopy functor from the category of Q-manifolds and maps to the category of abelian groups. It is defined as follows. ,
lim π o ί?(N -C t ) .
It is easy to see that the following diagram commutes:
Thus a induces a homomorphism /*:
We leave it to the reader to check that /* is independent of the choice of the C/s. In analogy with Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we get the following result. There is an important case in which the first derived limit construction vanishes. An inverse sequence of groups, {G if pJΓ=u satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition provided that for each i there exists a j > i such that the compositions
have identical images, for all k ^ j. We will need the following result. For a proof see [12] . THEOREM 4.4. If {G iy Pi}T=i is an inverse sequence of abelian groups which satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, then lim 1 {G u Pi}T=i is trivial. 5* The second exact sequence* The purpose of this section is to establish the exact sequence of Theorem 3, and the first step will be to construct the homomorphism θ:
The following result will be useful in the construction of θ. Throughout this section we will assume that M is a given Q-manifold and is the homomorphism of Theorem 2. and such that
is a simple equivalence. We will prove that i is a simple equivalence. First it is easy to see that i is a homotopy equivalence. This is just like the proof of Lemma 3.1. Using the Sum Theorem we see that the torsion of i is equal to the inclusion-induced image of the torsion of (Mi))). Again using the Sum Theorem it is easy to see that the inclusion-induced image of the torsion of
. This is all we need.
Description of θ. Choose any [h]
e Ker (τS) and write M = U?=i M t as in Lemma 5.1. Then we can choose homeomorphisms
We will use the symbol * to indicate the amalgamation of homeomorphisms on sets for which there is agreement on the common parts. For example we define f 2i^^f2i e ^ (M 2i+ι 
Similarly we define (f 2i^f2ί + 1 )~' 1 he <^( M 2i+2 -Int (ilf 2ΐ )) to be the composition (M) which is represented by the element (a lf a 2y •-•) of
There are several things which need to be checked in order to conclude that θ is well-defined. Multiplying one by the inverse of the other we must therefore prove that (β^+l^H+3* ^2-2^2 + 1^*2+3* # * ^ί 3 -2> ^i 2 +l^i 2 +3* * " #* 3 -2^i 3 +l^i 3 + 3 * * * ^i 4 -2> * " ") ([h) ) was defined by using h, then we get the same definition. Let {M t }T=i and {/JΓ=i be chosen as in the definition of θ([h\) given above. It is easy to see that the Λf/s can be chosen so that I x My c c h\I x M 2 ) c c and so that
are simple equivalences. For this all we have to do is observe that if
is a simple equivalence, then so is
). Thus {MJΓ=i can be chosen as indicated above. We will continue to use d ([h\) for the definition above which involved h and {Mi}T =ί , and we will use θ ([h] )' for the similarly-worded definition which uses h' and {MiJΠri The next step is to make a choice of homeomorphisms // needed to define
Since h' e [h] we have an isotopy h t : I x M-+I x Mτel {0} x M such that h 0 = h and /ι x = ft/. Then we may assume that the M/s have been selected so that for each t and i,
For each i the Isotopy Extension Theorem gives us an isotopy a t of I x (Λί 2ί+ 3 -Int (ikf 2ί -i)) onto itself rel
such that a 0 = id and a t h = h t on I x (M 2i+2 -Int (ikQ). Define f 2 \_ γ = iΛi-i and / 2 ' <+2 = ^iΛΐ+2 and note that fζi~ι*h'*f 2 ' i+2 is isotopic to fu-i*h'*fii+2 rel
Again using the Isotopy Extension Theorem we can extend the isotopy Q-tfn-i 11 x (M 2i -Int (Λf 2 i-i)) and construct an isotopy β t of I x (M 2i+1 -Int (Λf 2< _!)) onto itself rel
such that β 0 = id and β t f2t-i = &thi-\ on I x (M 2i -Int (Λf 2 t-i)) Then define /i = ^/^ and note that fii-^fli is isotopic to f 2ί -^f 2ί rel
Similarly we define f 2ι+ι so that fL+i*fi i+ 2 is isotopic to / 2i+1 */ 2ί+2 rel We observed above that f 2ί^^f2ι is isotopic to f 2ί^* f 2i , therefore {/«-i*/2<} = {/2i-i*/ 2 J. This takes care of the odd terms. We will not be able to show that {(/i^/i+i)""^'} = {(Λtί/i+iΓ 1^} , but we will show that they have the same inclusion-induced image in lim π o^( MInt {M 2i _ύ). The reader can use this fact to easily show that (*) and (**) represent the same element of \\m ι π^{M).
To establish this fact note that the inclusion-induced image of ([h] ). We can easily choose the Λf/s and //s so that there are even pairs (Jlί/, Λί 4 "), W, -M"β"λ "" such that By definition we have for some ({flrj, {g 2 },
•) e ΠΠ=i lim π^(M -Int(Jli<)). Then we have fifx e ^(Λf^ -Int (MJ), for some n 1 > 1. We are going to show that for any even m < n l9 h restricted to a neighborhood of / x Bd (MID is isotopic to the identity, with the isotopy taking place in J x (M -Int (MJ). The Isotopy Extension Theorem then implies that h is isotopic to a new homeomorphism which is the identity on I x Bd(ilf») Repeated applications of this observation will suffice to prove that our required h' exists. Choose any even m > n x and consider the sequence Define a sequence u u u 2 , such that n ι e ^(M -Int (M^)) extends fi*f* by the identity, u 2 e %f(M -Int (M 2 )) extends (f^f^h by the identity, etc. Then it is easily seen that n n u n _ γ u 2 u 1 = h on a Proo/ of Theorem 5. We are given a pair (M, iV) of compact Q-manifolds such that N is a Z-set in M and we want to establish an exact sequence -N)
• Whπ^N) > Whπ£M) .
